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Abstract
The rise of satellite altimetry is a revolution in the ocean sciences. Due to its global coverage and
its high resolution, altimetry classically outperforms in situ water level measurement. Ekman and
geostrophic currents are large parts of the ocean’s current, playing a vital role in global climate
variations. According to the classic oceanography, Ekman and geostrophic currents can be
calculated through the pressure gradient force as well as the friction force assuming that the
water’s density is constant. Investigation of Ekman and geostrophic currents existence along with
the determination of their velocities can profoundly affect the various events of oceanography and
different interactive processes between the atmosphere and the ocean. Additionally, the
measurement of sea currents can be useful in determination of contamination transport, seawater
exchange, fisheries, oil transfer, immigration of aquatic animals and several marine activities (e.g.
military, telecommunication, fishing and research activities) and also has different effects on the
regional climate. In the current study, local and climatic conditions, Ekman and geostrophic
currents and their velocities have been investigated based on the solution of Ekman and
geostrophic equilibrium equations in the region of the Persian Gulf and the Oman Sea. To this end,
using data of Saral and Jeason-2 altimetry satellites and surface wind data measured by ASCAT
satellite, velocities values of v and u as well as the value and the direction of Ekman and
geostrophic currents were extracted in forms of monthly data. The results were compared with
obtained measurements by AVISO and NOAA for the region of the Persian Gulf and the Oman
Sea, and based on the obtained results of this study, the difference in the value of these currents is
about 1 cm/s.
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1. Introduction
The Persian Gulf and the Oman Sea benefit
from a special location due to their specific
climatic features. The Oman Sea is in a direct
connection to the Arabian Sea and the Indian
Ocean and is known as a deep sea. On the
other hand, the Persian Gulf is a semi-closed
and shallow marine environment connected
to the Oman Sea by the Strait of Hormuz and
is known as one of the most important
waterways in the world, from economic and
political viewpoints. Study of currents of the
Persian Gulf and the Oman Sea is so vital
because of their effects on the regional
climate, the environment, fisheries, shape
change
of coastal
areas,
maritime
transportations as well as affecting oil and
non-oil pollution movements. Today, by the
development and expansion of satellite
observations, the trend of sea surface currents
*Corresponding author:

can be extracted using physical and
mathematical methods (Fleet and Weiss,
2005; Bowditch, 2012).
Ocean surface currents are mainly due to
winds and their effects are dominant in upper
layers, while the density-induced currents
mainly affect deeper parts of the ocean
(Aken, 2007). According to the movement
direction of upper layers, the direction of sea
surface currents can be realized, which are
beneficial for determining climate changes as
a condition in ocean’s boundaries for the
atmospheric models (Reynolds and Smith,
1994). Two important factors standing out
the most are the wind force and the water
density difference giving rise to the creation
of sea surface currents (Dawe and
Thompson, 2006), (Zonn et al., 2010).
Moreover, other factors can also lead to the
farzaneh@ut.ac.ir
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changes in the sea surface currents including
water’s depth, seabed topography, land
dimensions and positions (Bowditch, 2012).
In this regard, the knowledge of Ekman and
geostrophic surface current changes is
essential for realizing oceans dynamics and
mechanism as well as mass and heat transfer.
By now, several studies have been performed
based on the values of altimetry data and the
effect of the wind on the water surface
movement in the field of ocean currents.
Scharffenberg and Stammer (2010) presented
the obtained results of the consecutive
missions of Jason-TOPEX/Poseidon satellite
for local structure of current annual changes
in a global scale. Nunsen (1898) presented
the theory of the wind stress-induced current,
which discussed the fact that ice mountains
in the Polar Regions in the northern
hemisphere did not move in the wind
direction, but they deviate. The value of the
movement deviation was reported by Nunsen
as 20-40° to the right of wind direction.
Sverdrup (1947) indicated that the current in
long distances at top of the ocean is directly
connected with the wind stress. Stommel
(1948) showed that the current in the oceanic
cycle is asymmetric due to the fact that the
Coriolis force changes with the latitude.
Munk (1950) calculated the current at upper
layers of the Pacific Ocean by adding the
vortex viscosity.
The aim of this work is to calculate
geostrophic surface currents by the balance
between the Coriolis force and the horizontal
pressure gradient through observations of
Topex satellite altimetry as well as measuring
Ekman surface currents by the equilibrium
between the Coriolis force and the friction
force using calculated surface wind data. To
this end, the distance of the satellite from the
sea surface is calculated from observations of
Saral and Jeason-2 altimetry satellites and
thereby the gridded data of sea surface height
(SSH) is created. One application of the SSH
is the extraction of geostrophic surface
currents (Deng et al., 2011). To this end,
first, the absolute dynamic topography
(ADT) is achieved by the difference between
the SSH and the geoid (AVISO, 2012), and
finally, the geostrophic surface current is
calculated regarding the absolute dynamic
topography. In association with the
geostrophic surface current, within oceans

and far from the upper and lower parts of
Ekman layers, both pressure gradient and
Coriolis forces are in equilibrium for usually
long distances and for a certain time. This
equilibrium is known as the geostrophic
equilibrium (Stewart, 2009). In order to
explain the water movement induced by the
wind drift resulting from the wind stress on
the water surface, Ekman theory that is one
of the theories used in oceanic circulation
study due to the wind drift is also used.
Ekman (1905) suggested that under certain
conditions (stable conditions), wind uniform
stress, Coriolis force and friction force are in
equilibrium in the surface layer (Nitta and
Yamada, 1989). With the increase of depth in
Elman layer, the current deviation is created
due to the Coriolis force. Surface currents
that are created due to the wind, deviate 45°
toward the right and the left direction of the
wind in the northern and southern
hemisphere, respectively (Stewart,2009).
2. Data
In this work, in order to determine the geoid
altimetry data (Saral, Jason-2), sea surface
height and daily data of satellite wind speed
ASCAT as well as the wind speed and its
direction, three datasets including geoid data
EGM08 (earth gravity model) were utilized.
In order to access the geoid, satellite
altimetry and surface wind speed data, three
websites,
namely,
“http://icgem.gfzpotsdam.De/ICGEM/”,
“http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com”
and
“http://oceanwatch.pifsc.noaa.gov”
were
used respectively. In the following sections,
this aforementioned data will be briefly
introduced.
2-1. Geoid
In this study, the presented geoid by ICGEM
service in the region of the Persian Gulf and
the Oman Sea was used. These data are for
an oval WGS84 with the equatorial radius of
6378.1363 km and the compression
coefficient of 1/298.257. Considering the
EGM08 model and determining 0.5-degree
grids
in
the
region
of the Persian Gulf and the Oman Sea
(latitude of 22-31° North and longitude of
47-65° East), the geoid height data can be
extracted. Figure 1 illustrates the obtained
geoid in the region of the Persian Gulf and
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Oman Sea for
f January 2014 using the
the O
mentiioned modell.
Altimetry Data
2-2. A
The applied altiimetry dataa in this sttudy
S
data for
f
both Saral
S
are corrected SSH
J
altim
metry satellitees in an identtical
and Jason-2
time period. Duee to the pressence of various
ween the sateellite
layers of the atmoosphere betw
and the sea levvel, errors are introduuced
o
s. In fact, corrected data
the observations
are data in which
w
the effects of the
e
(Δw), dry tropossfere
wet troposfere error
water
error (Δd), ionossphere errorr (ΔI), seaw
tide error, polarr tide error (ΔpT), invverse
B), sea state
s
pressure effect bias (ΔIB
bias, electromagnetic bias (ΔE)
(
and error
e
meter
of ceenter of graavity changges of altim
antennna (Δc) are applied. Att first, SSH can
be obbtained based on instantt sea level (IISL)
and some equattions (Parvaazi et al. 20015,
1
observ
ving
Andeersen, 2010, Forman, 1998)
the alltimetry satelllite and applying the abo
ovementiioned corrections. The altimetry data
d
used in this study
y has been processed using
Basic Radar Altimetry Toolbox (BRA
AT)
the B
softw
ware. This software iss available at:
http:///earth.esa.in
nt/BRAT/htm
ml/data/toolbo
ox_
en.htm
ml. The datta analysis and
a coding step

3

in MATLA
AB softwaree were alsoo carried
out.
Regarding the Equatioon (1), seaa surface
height can be calculaated relativee to the
reference elllipsoid.
SSH(φ, λ, t) = H

(φ, λ, t)) − Range(φ, λ, t)

(1)
Where Hsat is the satelllite height from the
reference elllipsoid and Range
R
is thee satellite
height relattive to sea level. In order to
determine thhe correctedd height of sea level
relative to thhe referencee ellipsoid, fiirstly, the
corrected diistance betw
ween the sateellite and
sea level should
s
be calculated
c
u
using
the
following equation, andd then the corrected
c
SSH can bee attained thhrough the Equation
(3).
Corrected Raange = Rangee + ∆w + ∆d + ∆I +
∆IB + ∆c + ∆pT
∆ + ∆E

(2)

SSH(λ, φ, t) =

(λ, φ, t)
Hsat (λ, φ, t) − Coorected Range
R

(3)

Figure 2 demonstratees the observations
nt method using the altimetry
measuremen
satellites.

Figurre 1. Geoid heig
ght EGM2008 model
m
- for Januuary 2014.
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F
Figure
2. The baasis of altimetryy satellites meaasurement (Pico
ot et al. 2003).

Obtainedd SSH data from these satellites in
n
the regioon of the Perrsian Gulf annd the Oman
n
Sea in a monthly tiime period were
w
used in
n
the yeaar 2014. Passages
P
off mentioned
d
satellitess for the reggion of the Persian Gulf
and the O
Oman Sea is shown in Fiigure 3.
2-3. Surrface Wind
The mosst indispensaable factor inn the creation
n
of sea surface
s
curreents is windd (Bowditch
h,
2012). T
Therefore, in
n order to study
s
surfacee
currents precisely, thhe effect of wind should
d
be takenn into accounnt. This effecct is in direcct
connectiion with thee water’s deepth. In this

hallow wateers, sea suurface
regard, in sh
t same direection
currrents are freequently in the
as the
t sea surfacce winds. In this study, reemote
sennsing information of thee ASCAT saatellite
wass used to obtain surrface wind data.
ASCAT data arre presented daily and wiith the
me average of three days, weeklyy and
tim
monthly. Thesee data are designed basedd on a
s
densitty of 0.5 deegrees.
gridd with the spatial
Surrface wind data
d
of this satellite is for a
heigght of 10 meeters above the sea level. The
valuue and the direction
d
of the surface wind
speeed for Janu
uary 2014 are presentted in
Figgure 4.

Figure 3. Passages of mentioned satelliites Jason-2 (coolor black) and Saral (color reed) for the regio
on of the Persiaan Gulf
S
and the Oman Sea.
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Fiigure 4. The vaalue and directio
on of the surfacce wind speed (m/s)
(
in January
y 2014.

3. Reesearch Methodology
In tthis work, Ekman annd geostropphic
equattions were used in ordder to calcu
ulate
Ekmaan and geosstrophic currrents as welll as
the ssurface windd stress. Firrst, the absoolute
dynam
mic topograaphy was estimated
e
using
geoidd data and satellite
s
altim
metry, and then
t
the surface windd stress was extracted using
s
surfacce wind dataa. Therefore, in the first step,
the ddirection and
d velocity off the geostropphic
current were callculated usinng the absoolute
mic topog
graphy andd geostropphic
dynam
equattions, and then
t
the dirrection, and the
veloccity of the Ekkman currennt was calculated
usingg the surfacce wind streess and Ekm
man
equattions.
3-1. A
Absolute Dy
ynamic Topoography (AD
DT)
and S
Surface Geo
ostrophic Cu
urrent (SGC
C)
The surface
s
geostrophic curreent is calculated
consiidering
thhe
absoluute
dynaamic
topoggraphy. The following equation
e
cann be
used to calculaate the abssolute dynaamic
m and Braunn, 2004):
topoggraphy (Shum
ADT=SSH-N

equation annd by assum
ming that thhe water
density remaains constan
nt, the velociity of the
surface geostrophic currrent for orbbital and
meridional componentss can be achieved
(Stewart, 2008).
( )=−
( )=

( )

=−
=

( )

(5)

Where g is the
t gravitatioonal acceleraation, p is
the pressure obtained byy using p = ρggh, and h
d
toppography;
represents thhe absolute dynamic
f is the Corriolis parameeter (f = 2Ω
Ω sinφ; in
this equationn, Ω is the earth’s
e
rotatiion rate).
If φ → 0, nuumerical calcculations of Equation
(2) would be
b vague. Inn order to solve
s
this
problem, thee surface geeostrophic cuurrent for
the equatoriaal band can be
b estimatedd by using
the proposed method in the study
s
of
Lagerloef et al. (1999).
h been
For calculatting Ug, Eqquation (6) has
used. Thiss componeent refers to the
geostrophic current (Laggerloef et al., 1999).
(6)

=−

(4)

wheree N is the geoid
g
height and SSH iss the
sea suurface heightt.
The velocity off the surfaace geostropphic
t
or easstern
current, Us = us + ivs, in tonal
a
meridioonal
compponents terrms us, and
or noorthern com
mponent vs, along towards
the eeast directioon (x) and north direcction
(y); directly conforms
c
t
to
geostropphic
wing
equattions. Accoording to the follow

1

where Ug and
a
Z are

+

andd

+

respectively. The geostrophicc velocity
(Uβ) with th
he approxim
mation of thee β plane
(f=ß.y) usinng the derivaative of Equuation (7)
can be calcuulated as folllows (Lagerlloef et al.
1999):
β

+

=

(7)
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where
=
+
is in thhe equatoriaal
band ( is related to
t the tropicaal region). In
n
order to simplify thhe problem, Equation (7)
c
into
o Equation (8)
( using thee
can be changed
approxim
mation of pollynomial exppansion:
=
=

0

+

(

1

2

1

+

2

+

2

+

+
3

3

3

2)

(8))

Where L represennts 1° in the equator
g
(approxiimately equals to 111 km). Using
Equationn (5) as well as weightedd functions of
Us and Uβ, the surfface geostroophic currennt
betweenn the equator and high latitudes can bee
on (9) (Laggerloef et all.
reflectedd in Equatio
1999):
,

=

,

+

( ,

)

(9))

where
and
vaalues in the equator
e
are 1
and 0 respectively. If
→ 0 annd
→ 1 in
n
high lattitudes, weigghted functiions can bee
considerred as Equatiion (10).
= exp
p −
=1−

⁄

2

(10))

where
is the longgitudinal scaale depending
g
on the laatitude and foor the weighht distribution
n
in Equattion (6), the value
v
of 2.2°° was chosenn
for .
Eventuallly, the valuue of geostroophic currennt
is calculated trough Equation
E
(111):

=

(11)

+

3-22. The Win
nd Stress and
a
The Ek
kman
Surrface Current
Thee Ekman suurface currennt depends on
o the
winnd stress on
n the sea su
urface. The wind
streess actually is
i the horizonntal force off wind
on the sea surrface. Hencee, the momeentum
trannsfer is carried out from the atmosphhere to
the ocean by thee wind stresss. The wind stress,
s
T, can be calculated usin
ng Equationn (12)
(Steewart, 2009)).
=

(12)

wheere
is the air density
y which equuals to
1.3 kg/m3, U10 is
i the wind speed
s
at the height
h
1 meters abbove the sea surface and CD is
of 10
the drag coeffiicient relatedd to the 10--meter
t desired output
o
heigght (In such a way that the
is defined
d
in accordance
a
with
w
this heeight).
Thiis coefficientt depends onn the wind speed.
s
In oorder to attaiin the drag coefficient,
c
seeveral
equuations weree proposed as follows, by
Yellland and Taaylor (1996) and Yellandd et al.
(19998):
3.1

100
00

= 0.29 +

+

100
00

= 0.60 + 0.071

7.7

(3
(6

6

⁄ )

26
6

⁄ )

(13)
Thee value and the
t direction of the wind stress
in January
J
20144 in Figure 5,
5 are presentted by
Equuation (12).

Figure
F
5. The value and directiion of the windd stress (Pa) in January
J
2014.
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The water movement induced by the
wind drift is expressed by Ekman theory
(theories which can be used in the ocean
circulation). Being aware of dynamic effects
of the bed friction on the water current
and the surrounding environment, it
is necessary to recognize features of
the boundary layer, dubbed “Ekman layer”.
The Ekman layer is a layer located between
the geostrophic current and the solid
boundary, and the friction effect is so critical
at this layer. This layer is formed in the
lower part of the atmosphere and the seabed
(Apel, 1990). In addition to Ekman layer
in the seabed, another Ekman layer
also exists on the sea surface which is due
to the surface wind stress and is formed
in the upper part of the seawater. Indeed,
constant wind on the sea surface results in
a horizontal boundary layer. This thin layer
is the Ekman layer. Ekman (1905) suggested
that under certain conditions (stable
conditions), an equilibrium exists among
the wind uniform stress, the Coriolis force,
and the friction in the surface layer (Nitta and
Yamada, 1989).
The velocity of the Ekman surface current
( =
+
) in orbital or eastward
component terms ue, and meridional or
northward component ve, along the east
direction (x) and north direction (y), directly
conforms to Ekman equations for the
equilibrium between the friction force and
the Coriolis force, in the form of Equation
(14) (Apel, 1990).
+

=0

−

(14)

=0

Where f is the Coriolis parameter and
equals to 2 sin . The solution of Equation
(14) can be considered as follows (Apel,
1990):
−

components of the wind in the directions
x and y; ρ is the seawater density equal
to 1025 kg/m3 and DE is the Ekman
layer depth. The Ekman layer depth is
considered as the effective depth of the wind
drift current and is expressed by Equation
(16).
=

=−
=−

+
+

(15)

where γ is a linear drag coefficient that shows
vertical viscosity terms as the body force
on Ekman components; ue and ve are
components of Ekman surface velocity
in directions of x and y respectively; Txz
and Tyz are components of the stress

7.6

(16)

10

sin| |

Where φ is the latitude and U10 is the wind
speed at a height of 10 meters above the sea
surface. By the increase the Ekman layer
depth, the current deviation occurs due to the
Coriolis force. Ekman surface currents
deviate 45° to the right and left direction of
the wind on the surface, in the northern and
southern hemisphere, respectively (Stewart,
2009).
Ue refers to the Ekman current component
and can be calculated by Equation (17):
(

+ )

(17)

=

Where
=
+
and
=(
+
)⁄ , T is the kinematic stress
which has been calculated by considering ρ =
1025 kg/m3. In order to calculate the Ekman
velocity, Ue, Equation (18) can be used
(Stewart, 2009).
=

(18)

1

Equation (18) can be rewritten in the form of
Equation (19).
1

1

7

=

1
+

=

−
2+ 2

2

(19)

is the reverse
Where coefficient of
velocity dimension and refers to the scale of
the kinematic wind stress, and ⁄ with the
dimension of ms-1Pa-1 refers to the scale and
dynamic wind stress. The real and the
imaginary
terms
represent
velocity
components which are parallel and
perpendicular to the wind stress respectively.
When → 0, the imaginary term would be
zero and the real term tends to ( ) → 1⁄ ,
in this situation, the equatorial Ekman current
depends on the lower part of the wind and the
amplitude relative to the wind stress is
determined by the reverse of the drag
coefficient. The coefficient of
is
experimentally estimated according to
Equation (18) using multiple linear
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regressioon. Mixed linear
l
regresssion creates
real and imaginary parts
p
for the coefficient
c
of
, in which
w
the real
r
term reepresents thee
longituddinal gradieent along the wind
d
directionn and the im
maginary term
m represents
the crosss gradient in the norm
mal directionn
relative to the winnd direction.. Finally, in
n
t value off the Ekman
n
order too calculate the
current, Equation (200) is used:
=

(20))

+

4. Resullts and Discu
ussion and Conclusion
C
Accordinng to the prresented expplanations in
n
the secction 3, the
t
absolutte dynamicc
topograpphy and the wind stresss are used to
o
calculatee componeents of Ekman
E
and
d
geostropphic surface velocities respectively
y.
Absolutee dynamic toopography and
a the wind
d
stress caan be achievved using Equations
E
(4)
and (12)) respectivelly and a reggular altitudee

6-1. Jan 2014

2
6-3. Mar 2014

gridd is then forrmed in ordeer to calculaate the
abssolute
dy
ynamic
t
topography
by
inteerpolating SS
SH data. In the next steep, the
valuue and dirrection of geostrophicc and
Ekm
man currennts are measured using
Equuations (9) and
a (11) as well
w as Equuations
(177) and (19)) respectiveely, in form
ms of
monthly data. These
T
equatiions include some
infoormation about the currrent only inn grid
points and provvide no inforrmation amonng the
menntioned gridd points. Grrid dimensioon for
solvving equations is 5°×
×5°. Ekmann and
geoostrophic currrents are caalculated forr grid
points and finaally, compoonents of veelocity
f the curren
nts. The valuue and
werre obtained for
direection of the geostrophic current as w
well as
the Ekman currrent, in monnthly time peeriods
for 2014 in the region of thee Persian Guulf and
a presentedd in Figures 6-1 to
the Oman Sea are
6-12 and 7-1 to 7-12, respecctively.

6-2. Feb 2014

6--4. Apr 2014
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6-5. May
M 2014

6-6. Jun 20014

6-7. Juul 2014

6-8. Aug 20
014

6-9. Seep 2014

6-10. Oct 20014

6-11. Nov 2014

9

6-12. Dec 2014

Figuree 6. Figures 6-1 to 6-12 show
w the values and directions off geostrophic cuurrents (m/s) ussing the absoluute dynamic
topographhy of Saral andd Jason-2 satelliites data in the yyear 2014.
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7-1. Jan 20014

7-2. Feb 2014

7-3. Mar 2014
2

7-4. Appr 2014

7-5. May 2014
2

7-6. Juun 2014

7-7. Jul 2014

7-8. Aug
A 2014

Investigation
I
o Geostrophic and Ekman Surface
of
S
Curren
nt Using Satelliite …

7-9. Sepp 2014

11

7-10
0. Oct 2014

7-11. Dec 20014
Figuree 7. Figures 7-1 to 7-11 show
w the values and directions off the Ekman currrents (m/s) usiing surface winnd stress of
t year 2014.
ASCAT sattellites data in the

In F
Figures 6-11 to 6-12,, vectors and
the baackground color show thhe directions and
valuees of surfacce geostrophhic currentss in
the reegion of the Persian Gullf and the Om
man
Sea rrespectively. The existennce of eddiees is
obvioous in the reggion of the Persian
P
Gulf and
the Oman
O
Sea indicating
i
thhe existencee of
clockkwise and an
nti-clockwisee circulationss. In
innerr parts of thee Oman Sea,, especially Jusk
J
area aand the Omaan, the directtions of currrents
have different forms andd in spite of
he major patttern, they have
h
confoorming to th
local circulationss. In this paart of the Om
man
Sea,
mplicated currrent with tw
wo contradictory
a com
eddiees exists. In the west sidde of the Om
man
Sea, there existss an eddy compatible
c
with
w
the cllockwise moovement andd in the east side
an edddy with an
n anti-clockw
wise movem
ment
existss. In regiions betweeen these two
contrradictory gyrres, upwelling currents occcur
alonggside the coaasts of Iran. The circulaation
patterrn
inn
thee
reg
gion
of Peersian Gulf is anti-clockkwise. In Strait
of Hoormuz, this circulation
c
is originated from
f
coastts of Iran an
nd mostly frrom the surfface,
and nnear the cooasts of Araabian countrries,

this circulattion exits froom the inneer part of
the Persian Gulf (Reyynolds, 1993; Swift
c be seen in
i Figure
and Bower, 2003). As can
g
currents
6, the direection of geostrophic
movement is
i toward thhe southern ccoasts of
the
Persian
h is identicaal with the direction
Gulf, which
of the mainn circulation of the Persiian Gulf.
Therefore,
currentts
play
geostrophiic
a vital role in creating the main cuurrents of
ording to Figure
F
6,
the Persian Gulf. Acco
v
in the wholle area have various velocities.
Componentss of the veloocity in the southern
part
of
the
Oman
Sea are laarger than componentss related
to other parrts of the Oman
O
Sea annd in the
Persian Gu
ulf. The obbserved geoostrophic
current averrage velocity
y changes in different
months of thhe year. The average valuues of the
velocity for 2014 rangess between 0.1391 m/s
m in differeent regions.
and 0.1673 m/s
Figures 7-1 to 7-12 show the direection (as
b
vectors) andd values (as background
color) of
Ekman surfface currentts in the reegion of
Persian Gulff and the Om
man Sea in forms of
monthly datta for 2014. The
T observeed Ekman
velocity aveerage changees in differennt months
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of the yeear. The averrage values of
o the Ekman
n
current range
r
betweeen 0.0092 m//s and 0.01177
m/s withh the angle of 45° relativee to the wind
d
directionn in variouus regions. The Ekman
n
current can inteensify som
me physicaal
a upwellingg and down
n
phenomeena such as
welling which thereeby can leaad to certainn
vironment, fisheries
f
and
d
effects on the env
fishing in small sccales (Vignuudelli et al..,
The directionn of the Ekkman surfacee
2011). T
currents in the regions of the Persian
P
Gulf
and the Oman Sea are differentt everywheree
mpletely onn the wind
d
and deepends com
directionn. This direction is tow
ward the seaa
when thhe westerly wind is blowing
b
andd
upwellinng currents is formed as a result, and
d
when thhe easterly wind is blowing,
b
thee
Ekman surface
s
curreent direction is toward thee
coast annd at that region, doown welling
g
currents is created. In
I the northeern region of
d northwesteern region of
the Persian Gulf and
E
curreent gives risee
the Omaan Sea, the Ekman
to the ccreation of upwelling currents
c
and
d

c
waters of
o the lowerr layer
connsequently, cold
are brought to the sea surface. This
o the
pheenomenon leads to thee change of
surfface water temperature.
t
. The risen water
bennefits from nutritious materials
m
annd its
tem
mperature iss relatively lower thann the
surfface water. Consequeently, the food
pyrramid is booosted and as a resultt, the
poppulation of aquatic annimals, espeecially
fishhes, increasess.
ments
4.2. Comparisoon with Local Measurem
o
to checck the accuraacy and reliaability
In order
of obtained reesults of geeostrophic current
valuues as well as Ekman current valuues by
usinng altimetry satellite datta and the suurface
winnd data resppectively, geeostrophic current
dataa presented by
b AVISO and
a Ekman current
dataa
reportedd
by
httpp://coastwatcch.pifsc.noaaa.gov, were used.
Thee obtained results
r
of thiis investigatiion in
the year 2014 are
a depicted in Figures of
o 8-1
8
and 9-1 to 9-12.
to 8-12

8-1. Jaan 2014

8-2. Feb 2014
4

8-3. Mar
M 2014

8-4. Apr 2014
4

Investigation
I
o Geostrophic and Ekman Surface
of
S
Curren
nt Using Satelliite …

8-55. May 2014

8-6. Jun 2014

8-77. Jul 2014

8-8. Auug 2014

8-99. Sep 2014

8-10. Oct
O 2014

88-11. Nov 20114
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8-12. Dec 2014

Figuree 8. Figures 8-1 to 8-12 show
w the values andd directions of the calculated geostrophic currrents (m/s) byy AVISO in
the year 20014.
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9-1. Jan 2014

9-3. Mar 2014

2
9-5. May 2014

9-7. Jul 20014

9-2. Feb 2014

9-4. Appr 2014

9-6. Juun 2014

9-8. Auug 2014

Investigation
I
o Geostrophic and Ekman Surface
of
S
Curren
nt Using Satelliite …

9-9. Sepp 2014

9-11. Novv 2014

15

9-10
0. Oct 2014

9--12. Dec 20144

Figuree 9. Figures 9-1 to 9-12 show
w the values annd directions off the calculatedd Ekman curren
nts (m/s) by NO
OAA in the
year 2014.

Vectoors in Figurees 8-1 to 8-112 and 9-1 to
o 912 indicate th
he directioon of surface
geosttrophic currrents and Ekman surface
currents respectiively, and the
t
backgroound
colorr in all figgures showss the valuee of
currents in both the Persiann Gulf and the
nthly time periods
p
for 20014.
Omann Sea in mon
By coomparing Figures 6 and 7 with 8 annd 9,
it caan be con
ncluded thaat Ekman and
geosttrophic equ
uations can almost deepict
Ekmaan and geostrophic currennts in the reg
gion
of thee Persian Guulf and the Om
man Sea.
Finally, obtained
d results of the geostropphic
metry data were
w
current calculateed by altim

compared with
w
the caalculated geoostrophic
current throuugh AVISO
O. In additionn, results
of the calcu
ulated Ekman current extracted
from the data
d
of the surface wiind were
also comparred with th
he calculatedd Ekman
current by
y NOAA. Results of this
comparison are presenteed in Table 1 and 2.
c
The differeence betweeen the calculated
geostrophic current in this work and the
calculated vaalue by AVIISO is 1 cm/ss. For the
Ekman curreent, this diffference also equals to
1 cm/s. Hen
nce, it can be inferred that the
accuracy annd reliabilityy of obtaineed results
are almost accceptable.

Table 1. Compariso
on of the resuults of the calcculated geostroophic currents by altimetry data with the calculated
geostrophiic currents by A
AVISO.
Months Namess
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Calculaated Geostrophhic Current
Usinng Altimetry Daata (m/s)
0.1407
0.1391
0.1601
0.1521
0.1405
0.1659
0.1575
0.1509
0.1472
0.1464
0.1638
0.1673

C
Calculated Geoostrophic Currennt
Through AVISO
A
(m/s)
0.1
1271
0.1
1435
0.1
1401
0.1
1234
0.1
1268
0.1
1461
0.1
1462
0.1
1278
0.1
1322
0.1
1357
0.1
1468
0.1
1366

Differennce (m/s)
0.01136
0.00044
0.02200
0.02287
0.01137
0.01198
0.01113
0.02231
0.0015
0.01107
0.0017
0.03307
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Table 2. Comparison results of the calculated Ekman currents by data of the surface wind with the calculated Ekman
currents by NOAA.

Months Names

Calculated Ekman
Current By Data of the
Surface Wind (m/s)

Calculated Ekman
Current by
NOAA(m/s)

Difference (m/s)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

0.0109
0.0114
0.0100
0.0092
0.0104
0.0117
0.0115
0.0108
0.0100
0.0092
0.0099

0.0196
0.0204
0.0194
0.0168
0.0178
0.0202
0.0190
0.0181
0.0173
0.0170
0.0191

0.0087
0.009
0.0094
0.0076
0.0074
0.0085
0.0075
0.0073
0.0073
0.0078
0.0092

5. Conclusion
In the current study, in order to investigate
the surface geostrophic current, SSH data of
both altimetry satellites of Saral and Jason-2
as well as geoid data of EGM08 model were
used. To examine Ekman surface currents,
surface wind data from the ASCAT satellites
were used. For both currents, data were
extracted in forms of monthly data, for 2014.
The studied area was the region of the
Persian Gulf and the Oman Sea. In order to
calculate surface geostrophic currents, the
motion of was used considering changes of
the Coriolis index with latitude and the
pressure
gradient.
Additionally,
the
approximation of a beta plane, as well as
hydrostatic and stable aspects of the current
were also used. In these equations, frictional
terms are not taken into account. These
equations are known as geostrophic
equations obtained by the balance between
the Coriolis force and the friction force.
In the surface layer of the Persian Gulf and
the Oman Sea, eddies are formed indicating
the compatible clockwise or anti-clockwise
circulation of water evidently. In inner parts
of the Oman Sea, especially the region of
Jusk and Oman, a complicated current with
two opposed circulations exists. In regions
between these two cycles which are along the
coast of Iran, upwelling currents occur. The
dominant direction in geostrophic currents is
toward the southern coastal region of the
Persian Gulf, which is along the direction of
the main current of the Persian Gulf. Hence,
geostrophic currents can play a determining

role as the mains component of the Persian
Gulf. The average values of geostrophic
currents reach maximum value in December,
while its nadir is in February.
For calculating the Ekman current, an
equation was used by considering changes of
the Coriolis index with the latitude and
friction effects assuming that the currents are
steady. For solving these equations, the
Ekman theory was used. These equations are
known as Ekman equations, which are
attained from the equilibrium between the
Coriolis force and the friction force. Based
on the Ekman theory, surface currents due to
the wind, deviate 45° along the right and the
left direction of the wind, in the northern and
southern hemispheres respectively. In other
words, when the westerly wind blows, the
wind direction is toward the sea and
intensifies the formation of upwelling
currents, and when the easterly wind blows,
the wind direction is toward the coast and it
culminates in the creation of down welling
currents.
In the northern regions of the Persian Gulf
and northwestern regions of the Oman Sea,
the Ekman current leads to the creation of
upwelling making cold waters of the lower
layer move to the surface of the sea. The
result of this phenomenon is change of water
surface temperature. Hence the risen water
enriched with nutritious materials and also
benefits from a lower temperature. Therefore,
the food pyramid is reinforced and the
population of aquatic animals noticeably
increases. Average values of Ekman currents

Investigation of Geostrophic and Ekman Surface Current Using Satellite …

are maximum and minimum in June and
October respectively. Results obtained from
altimetry satellite data and satellites surface
wind data are used in the calculation of
geostrophic and Ekman surface currents
respectively with a satisfactory compatibility
with calculated data by AVISO and NOAA.
The different values for both currents values
were obtained as 1 cm/s for 2014, which
confirms the accuracy and correctness of
obtained currents. Considering Ekman and
geostrophic currents in intended time periods,
the dynamics of sea surface currents can be
realized and then be analyzed.
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